Food supplements to support cognitive function,
support alertness and promote sleep
NeuroAgeTM is a range of food supplements
designed to support alertness, cognitive
function and mental performance in a
healthy brain.
The supportive components have been
extensively studied and there are several
clinical studies that show their action in
supporting cognitive function.
There are three products within the
NeuroAgeTM range, and each has a
special focus to address needs associated
with cognitive function.
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Available presentations: 30 or 60 capsules
EU regulatory status: Food supplement
Clinical data: Available under CDA
Patent pending
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Food supplements to support cognitive function,
support alertness and promote sleep
NeuroAge

TM

Contains an effective combination of ingredients that
have been clinically tested in combination to help support
an ageing brain. Key benefits include maintaining healthy
cognitive function, memory and concentration.

NeuroAge NRG
TM

As well as contributing to maintaining brain function,
concentration and memory, NeuroAge™ NRG has been
specially formulated to maintain alertness when needed.
It includes caffeine – studies show how its properties
help maintain concentration and alertness.

NeuroAge Sleep
TM

Helps to maintain brain function, concentration and memory
in a healthy brain.
It also helps to promote sleep and reduces the time taken
to fall asleep.
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